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ABSTRACT 

The fire protection project, developed for the Unipol tower in Milan, is a representative case of how 
the Fire Engineering is the common land for an engineering multidisciplinary approach. Fire 
Engineering connects architects needs and safety objectives with ventilation designers constraints 
taking into account the national and international safety standards.  
 
The Unipol tower is a 21 storeys building. It is characterized by a big atrium extended from the base 
to the top. The architectural design foresees a time variable storeys configuration. In general, each 
storey can be open or close to the atrium. This requirement has a big impact for what concerns the 
ventilation design and the smoke control in case of emergency.   
CFD analyses allows to evaluate smoke propagation toward upper levels and the effectiveness of 
the complex fire protection system designed (activation logics, passive curtains system, airflow rate 
etc). Ventilation fan capacity is optimized through the iterative execution of a huge number of CFD 
simulations.  
A main goal of the project regards the occupancy load increase that is higher than the thresholds 
defined by Italian fire protection standards. An evacuation model of the entire building is developed 
and through an agent based simulator RSET is calculated and compared with the ASET for all 
emergency scenarios.   
 
Keywords: Unipol tower, DM 3/8/2015, performance based approach, smoke control, occupancy 
load increasing. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

Aim of this paper is to present how, through a performance based approach, it is possible to define 
the concept of a complex building as the Unipol tower. Architectural requirements, in terms of 
comfort and energy criteria, mechanical ventilation system parameters design (airflow rate, vertical 
shaft size) are verified respect to the verification of safety objectives. 
  

 
Fig. 1. Fire Engineering  

2 THE SITE / PROJECT 

The Unipol Tower is designed to become part of new Porta Nuova neighbourhood in Milan. A big 
atrium on the north-east side allows a good point of sight for people, an elegant and comfortable 
work environment. The big atrium operates as a greenhouse, through natural ventilation, thermal 
comfort is ensured at all storeys. Storeys are thought to be open or closed spaces respect to the big 
atrium creating a fascinating volume movement. 
 

 
Fig. 2. Unipol Tower.   
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3 THE ANALYSIS 

A performance based approach is necessary to support MEP department in the definition of the  
smoke exhaust system design parameters.  
Alternative configurations are examined and the air behaviour in the big atrium is object of the 
analysis to design correctly the fan capacity and the smoke control strategy at all storey levels.  
The main problem is to understand if a mechanical ventilation system at the top of the big atrium 
can play, in case of fire, a negative role for the smoke exhaust system at storey level.  
 

 
 

a)	
 

b) 
 

c) 
Fig. 3. a) Configuration A ; b) Configuration B; c) Configuration C 

The ventilation system at storey level consists of:  
 

- a duct with exhausting dampers in the false ceiling is located along the corridor at the scope 
to keep clean  the pathways for people during egress. 

- two mechanical intake points are located far from the staircases.  
 

 
Fig. 4 MEP configuration 
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3.1 Objectives 
 
Multiple objectives, as reported below, have to be taken into account: 
 

- evacuation in case of fire at each storey have to be guaranteed avoiding that people enter in 
contacts with combustion products; 

- safety passive elements, as fixed curtains or mobile smoke barriers, have to be avoided; 
- fan capacity and vertical shaft dimensions have to be optimized.      

 

3.2 Methodology 
 
The methodology is divided in the following two phases:  
 

 
Fig. 5. Methodology – phase 1 
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Fig. 6. Methodology – phase 2   

3.3 Phase 1 
 
At the end of the first phase, the general concept of the ventilation system is determined.  
 

 
c) 
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3.4 Phase 2 
 
At phase 2 - storey level - the following analyses are performed: 

 

Table 1. Methodology for each storey type. 

Closed storey configuration 
 

 

 

ASET value is calculated by CFD analysis on 
the 3D model. Airflow rate necessary to 
guarantee tenable conditions along pathways 
is determined. 

Open storey configuration 
 

 
 

 

It is verified if the airflow rate is able to 
guarantee tenable conditions on all the levels 
that could be involved by smoke diffusion. 
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Different open storeys configuration are evaluated. 
 

a) b) 

Fig. 7. Storeys configurations   

RSET value is calculated through pedestrian analysis performed considering the entire building. 
Egress system foreseen at design stage is verified from the point of view of the effectiveness 
comparing partial evacuation time (single storey) and total evacuation time (entire building) for 
different configurations from the point of view of the occupant load: 
 

- compliant to the Italian standard DM 3/8/2015 
- NFPA 101 
- maximum value for which  (ASET-RSET)/RSET > 10% is verified. 

 
MEP verifies if the maximum duct section is compliant with the airflow rate identified through the 
analysis.  
 

3.5 Results 
 
Results are presented passing through diagrams that show a timeline with the following 
information: 
- HRR value 

The HRR curve assumed is a medium growth rate quadratic curve. The peak value is identified 
through DETACT taking into account the effect of the sprinkler system (see Fig.9); 

- evacuation characteristic time (maximum value of occupant load); 
- plots showing the visibility level (the most critical tenability parameter) on a horizontal plane 

2m above the floor level for the storeys involved by smoke diffusion. 
 
CFD analysis lead to find a ventilation system configuration able to satisfy the safety criteria 
(ASET-RSET)/RSET > 10%.  
Occupants reach a safety area (the stairs at each level) in around 185 s (RSET time as reported in 
Fig.9). The total evacuation time, necessary to abandon the entire tower is around 1630 s (27 
minutes).  
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Fig. 8. Evacuation from a single storey. Time necessary to reach stairs 

The “sizing case” is the case corresponding to the fire located in a closed storey. In this case higher 
value of airflow is requested to reach an acceptable safety factor.  
Fire inside open storeys can be managed splitting the airflow capacity used in a closed storey, 
exhausting smoke on the fire storey and on the next upper open storey. In this case the ASET value 
is greater than the time at which is expected the firefighters arrival. Smoke inside the atrium is 
exhausted by natural openings on the top of the tower. 
 

 
Fig. 9. Results. Closed storey 

 
Closed storey (Fig.9) 
Plots show that smoke are confined close to the office where fire is located (dark area in the plot). 
The visibility is guaranteed for all the evacuation time along the corridor.  
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Fig. 10. Results. Open storey 

 
Open storey (Fig.10) 
Plots reported above show that the visibility is guaranteed for all the evacuation time both at the 
level where fire is located and at the upper level.  
At  t = 600 s a small portion of the storey at the next upper open storey is affected by smoke. In fact 
visibility is under 10 m in correspondence of a layer at 2 m from floor.  
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4 CONCLUSIONS 

The experience in Unipol tower project confirms that: 
 

- The more buildings concept are complex, the more Fire Engineering plays an important role 
in the design 

- a prescriptive approach is not architects friendly:  
o Unipol tower case demonstrates that a code based project couldn’t guarantee the 

transparency soul the tower is based on; 
o a performance based approach applied for steel elements fire resistance verification 

allows an economic optimization of the structural project guarantying safety 
standards.    

- Fire Engineers have to be involved starting from the first phases of the concept in order to 
dialogue with architects and MEP engineers to the definition of the project basis. In this way 
fan capacity, ducts pathways, egress system can be evaluated and optimized saving the 
aesthetical aim of the building. 
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